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ORIGIN OF ANOMALOUS CRATER CHAINS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE 
CRATERING RECORD; C.W. Halfen, P.H. Schultz (Brown Univ), and D E  Gault ( M q h y s  Center for 
Planetology) 

Backmound: Crater chains, or catenae, are present on most planetary bodies. Although many can be 
associated with large craters or basins, a number of large chains on Callisto have not been correlateA with any 
known basin (1). Recent laboratory studies (23) reveal that it is possible for large, nearly equal-size fragments of a 
projectile to survive collisions at low impact angles. Consequently, anomalously large crater chains on the 
Moon, Mercury, Ganymede and Callisto were examined to deteamine plausible modes of origin, including 
secondary ejecra fkom basins and re-impacts by projectile ricochet 

Because of the wide range of resolution for differat pianets, we restricted our study to chains 
of five or more members which were contiguous or closely spaced with the largest member crater >20 km in 
diameter. On Callisto seven chains met the selection criteria (table 1). They varied in length from 150 to 1150 
km. The diameter of the largest member crater typically exceeded the smallest by a factor of -2; the one exception 
had a ratio of 4 with member diameters ranging h m  10 to 40 km. Individual crater widths of Gipul Catena 
systematically increase along the chain (north to south) from 28 km to 74 km near the middle of the chain, but 
systematically decrease to 25 km at the south end. Three of the chains had bright rays associated with them. On 
Ganymede the presence of the d y  ubiquitous grooves and furrows made location and identification of crater 
chains difficult To avoid ambiguity, all chains following local groovehidge sets were excluded. Only one chain 
on Ganymede was found that fits our c r i d  (4). This 100 km long chain had a ratio of widths of only -1.5, 
with individual craters ranging from 35-50 km in width (table 1). This chain also had bright rays extending 50- 
100 km beyond the crater rims. The circnlar central pits and ejecta h i u t i o n  at either end indicate a more 
vertical impact. 

Neither the Moon nor Merctlry had any chains tha t  could meet our selection criteria. All other large chains 
gmm than 20 km moss could be traced to a basin or a large crater. In addition to anomalous chain craters, we 
measured the sizes of the largest secondaries in crater chains associated with large basins fur each of the four 
planets. These secondaries ranged from 10 km on Ganymede to 25 km on the Moon. The width ratios for these 
chains ranged from -2 to >4 on al l  of the bodies, but the crater widths varied randomly along the chain length. 

In summary, only the icy satellites had chains meeting our criteria Callisto had both the widest and 
longest of any examples. In comparison with saings of secondary craters, anomalous chains had largez members, 
had less variation in their diameters, and were typically longer. In Figure 1 we have plotted the diameters of the 
largest two member craters and largest secondary crater against the diameter of the largest basin on each planet 
The diameters of crater chains on Callisto and Ganymede plot well above the secondary cxaters of any of the 
bodies, whereas secondary craters plotted against their parent basin diameter increase with increasing basin size. 
Discussion: We considered four possible origins for the anomalous crater chains a) secondary ejecta from 
(unknown) b k ,  b) fragmented bodies caused by tidal disuption (5); c) ricochet hgments which re-impacted the 
surface on a given satew or d) ricochet fragments from another planetary body. 

If the anomalous crater chains on Callisto and Ganymede are secondaries, they should resemble other 
secondary chains. Secondary chains are radial to a basin (or large crata) and exhibit a large variation in crater 
widths, with the largest member less than 5% of the basin diameter. In Figure 1, the anomalous chains plot well 
above the position of typical secondaries, and use of stemnets failed to reveal probable primary basins consistent 
with preservation state. If Gipul Catena were a secondary chain following the trend from wellestablished 
secondaries in this figure, then its parent basin would had exceeded the diameter of the planet 

Formation of the chain-forming fragments by tidal disruption would probably provide roughly equant sizes 
with minimal velocity dispersion. However, the spacing achieved prior to impact for non-orbiting objects would 
be too small unless the disuption were violent Tidal disruption by a near-miss of another large nearby planetary 
body might be necessary. This is consistent with the occurrence of chains on Callisto and Ganymede, but is 
inconsistent with the lunar record unless the chains were lost (or represented) in later basin-forming events. 

The possibility of re-impacting ricochet might account for the largest chains on Callisto. Low-angle 
impacts can create large fragments relative to their parents due to spallation, and the fragments can disperse in a 
linear panern (2). If the 75 km crater from Gipul were created by ricochet w e n t ,  its parent projectile would 
only had to have been 55 km in diameter based on direct extrapolation of expenimental results. More likely a 
much larger parent is required due to increased failure expected at larger scales. In addition, we would have to 
assume that analogous ricochet debris from the Moon and Mercury was lost since no record was found. 

Impacts from ricochet from another body is plausible provided that the body is nearby (to maintain the close 
spacing of fragments), that the impact angle was sufficiently small (to reduce shock disruption), and that its 
impact velocity was relatively low. Experiments (2) indicate that projectile fragments for very low angle (~7.50) 
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impacts leave at a velocity marly the same as the initial impacf veiocity and with liale dispersion. Such events 
warld be mosr probable early in planetary history (small fractioa of a high flux). 

1. . . Presumably, if fage planetary mtnnr. were formed by ricochet of material from me grazing 
(<lo0) impacs, thm thae would be evidence for smaller rkocbct Tagmeaes poduced by higher angle impaco as 
well. This means tbat the aatering record m a satellite system (and pertraps the Solar System) will reflect not 
only a "parent" popubion(s) of impaaofi, but Adhianai crates fium "siilingw impacurrs as well. From 
labaratory studies (2). a 5 W s e c  projcuilc impacting at 150 would ricochct 20 fragments greater than 1.0% of the 
original mass. Waout inndudng ratedependent or scaling effects (or further tidal disruption), this translates to 
20 fragments of -10 lan diameter ereattd by ricochet from a single 50 lan impactor. Such a sibling population is 
used to explore the possible effecs on a uatexing read due to a separate parent population. on the Moon. The 
p r o m  of an impact angle 450  is 85% for an isompic flux From the obsemd record of lunar basins, three 
basin-size projectiles may have produced a sibling population of high velocity impacrors The sum of the sibling 
and primary popularions ~~ a new cram pmducmn function. 

F i p  2 shows a distribution soiely from a airnary population derived from the highlands cratcring record 
and includes two illusuative cases F a  we used the ten largest hgmaus, with the largest having 3% of the 
initial projectile mass, as our sibling population. Since larger bodies are inherently weaker, a second possibility - .  consdaed a slimy differcat case where t&e large% fragmmts w a e  only 1% of the original mass but produced -20 
hg!nenrs. The resulring effect rcsanbles, m ~~, tbe shap of the observed bigbland crater size-frequency 
dhibution. Increasing disruption of the parent bpuar  win furtha deerease the diamerer of maximum departure 
b m  an unam mmimd p;vcnf population. Constquently, it is inuiguing m spadare that ricochet siblings could 
have connib- a, the disrmcarJn betwepl d y  I) and late (Popnlation ll) parent popuiations 
cktxsed in (6). 
Reterences: 1) Passey, Q A  and EU !hm&r (1982) m Suzellitcs qf Jrrpitct pp389-392.2) Schule and 
Gault (1989) in Proc. of C n p k  in Emth History. 3) S & u h  and Ganlz (1990) in this volume. 4) Schule, 
P E  (1988) m M e r n a y  p311.5) Stcvamn, DJ. ct a1 (1986) in Sarellites pp.55-56. (6) Strom, RG. et al. 
(1981) JGR, pp. 8656-8674. 
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Figure I. Rot of two Largest chain craters E p  2. Cumulative disaibution of m 
and largest sean&ry crater vs. larg-t basin from thee popuiations. The highlands curve 
dixmem f a  each plaaet Enor bars is a log disaib~~tion. The total dcasity m e s  
= d r y  in dim- of basin. show the effect of adding sibling fragmenrs 

to primary population. 

Table 1. Anomalous Crater Chains 
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